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NEW QUESTION: 1
Extreme compression produces the smallest backup file, but it may also reduce:
A. Backup performance
B. Time needed to perform a backup
C. Blocks of free space
D. Identical blocks of data
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Extreme compression provides the smallest size of the backup file but reduces
thebackupperformance References:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company has thousands of Amazon EC2 instances as well as hundreds of virtual machines
on-premises.
Developers routinely sign in to the console for on-premises systems to perform
troubleshooting. The developers want to sign in to AWS instances to run performance tools, but
are unable to due to the lack of a central console logging system. A DevOps engineer wants to
ensure that console access is logged on all systems.
Which combination of steps will meet these requirements? (Select TWO.)
A. Attach a role to all AWS instances that contains the appropriate permissions. Create an AWS
Systems Manager managed-instance activation. Install and configure Systems Manager Agent
on on-premises machines.
B. Enable AWS Systems Manager Session Manager logging to AWS CloudTrail. Direct developers
to continue normal sign-in procedures for on-premises. Use Session Manager for AWS
instances.
C. Enable AWS Systems Manager Session Manager logging to an Amazon S3 bucket. Direct
developers to connect to the systems with Session Manager only.
D. Install and configure an Amazon CloudWatch Logs agent on all systems. Create an AWS
Systems Manager managed-instance activation.
E. Set up a Site-to-Site VPN connection between the on-premises and AWS networks. Set up a
bastion instance to allow developers to sign in to the AWS instances.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: A
Explanation:
AWS EBS supports encryption of the volume while creating new volumes. It supports
encryption of the data at rest, the I/O as well as all the snapshots of the EBS volume. The EBS
supports encryption for the selected instance type and the newer generation instances, such as
m3, c3, cr1, r3, g2. It is not supported with a micro instance.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which table is used to store catalog items?
A. sc_category_item
B. c_item
C. sc_catalog_item
D. sc_cat_item
Answer: D
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